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DGALA EVENT BRINGS QUEER
WOMEN’S HISTORY TO LIGHT
To commemorate the 50th anniversary of
coeducation, DGALA and Women of
Dartmouth hosted a virtual event in May titled
“LGBTQIA+ Women in the Early Years”
exploring Dartmouth stories and perspectives
of queer and trans women pre- and postcoeducation. The event was hosted by

board members, and Dottie recently returned
to the DGALA board. Alumnae spoke about
how it would have been transformative to
have an LGBTQ group with institutional
backing at the College and how grateful
they are for what is now available to
students on campus.

L to R: Caroline ‘05,
Dottie ‘86, Dana ‘69, Jess
‘24, Mary ‘80, Amelia
’82 and Becca ‘22
all alumni affiliated groups and OPAL (The
Office of Pluralism and Leadership at the
College).
Alumnae Dana Bevan ‘69, Mary Klages ‘80,
Amelia Cramer ‘82, and Dottie Foley ‘86
spoke about their journey to and through
Dartmouth, where they found queer
community, their struggles and triumphs, and
their personal and professional lives since
graduation.
Collectively,
these
alumni
represented three decades of Dartmouth’s
history. Amelia and Dottie are both DGALA

Caroline Kerr ‘05, former DGALA president
and current Dartmouth trustee, moderated
the panel, hosted by Amanda Rosenblum ‘07,
DGALA Co-Vice President. In Caroline’s
opening remarks, she said, “For me, it's
particularly an honor to be moderating the
discussion tonight as we commemorate three
50th anniversaries - of coeducation, of Black
Alumni at Dartmouth, and the Native
American Program. These events deepen our
understanding of what these milestones are
and how these moments were experienced
LGBTQIA+ Women, continued on next page
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and are continuing to be experienced. We
have changemakers with us today.”
Current students Becca Wade ‘22 and Jess
Chiriboga ‘24 joined the conversation to
share about their own experiences as queer
students on campus today.

Men and Women Students Make a Statement
at Memorial Stadium Game – Fall 1991
DGALA history and queer alumnae impact on
the College’s history was a theme throughout
the event. Brendan Connell ‘87, past DGALA
president, opened the event by speaking
about the DGALA project SpeakOut, a
partnership with Rauner Library and
Dartmouth College. This is a project to
document the history of the LGBTQIA+
community at the College. As a result of the
project, we now have 49 oral histories
documented online, and our stories are part
of the College’s recorded history at the
library. To find these interviews, google
SpeakOut Dartmouth.
Writing after the event, Jess Chiriboga said, “I
first discovered SpeakOut during my college
application process and have listened to the
interviews ever since. SpeakOut has a real
value not just from a historical perspective,
but showing the Dartmouth community that
representation matters and that Dartmouth is
committed to preserving these stories. I was
brought close to tears several times during

the panel, and I couldn't help but feel sad and
angry, but also so grateful and happy that so
much has changed for the better on this
campus. It was a true honor to be in
conversation with all the panelists.”

Women Students at the March for Equality
in Washington, DC – April 2000
Mary Klages emailed, “Thank you for hosting
this. It has been more healing than I could
have imagined. It was so affirming to me to
see so many of my “gang” in the audience—
and to have people wanting to revitalize the
Pyrofeminism
T- shirt and
slogan! I feel
like all the pain
of my time at
Dartmouth was
worth it, for
what has come
Pyrofeminism T-Shirt Logo
since.”
The Zoom event began with an amazing slide
show (with a great soundtrack!) of dozens of
photographs, such as those above, showing
queer women (and men) at Dartmouth over
many years. To watch the event recording, go
to http://dgala.org. v
Story by Amanda Rosenblum ’07, with Pete Williams ‘76
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ALUMS MEET THIS YEAR’S DGALA SCHOLARS
For the second consecutive year, DGALA
alums got to meet and chat with members
of the current class of DGALA/DCF
Scholars, at a Zoom event on May 11. Two
of this year’s six Scholars participated, a
senior, Awo Adu ’22, and a first-year,
Dafne Valenciano-Coronado ’25. Awo
hails from eastern Massachusetts and
Dafne from southern California. DGALA
VP Amanda Rosenblum ’07 moderated the
event, beginning
with questions
from her and
followed
by
conversation
with the alums
present.
Awo described
how
she,
a
member of Dartmouth’s FGLI (first
generation,
low
income)
student
community, learned of Dartmouth
through the Dartmouth Bound summer
program, a program in which Dafne also
participated. In both cases the Scholars
had very positive experiences, and they
were thrilled later to be accepted to join
their respective classes at the College.
Awo on the Zoom

Awo, who is majoring in Film and Media
Studies modified with African and African
American Studies, presented about her
senior thesis, which is an interactive art
project to create a healing space for dark-

skinned women. Awo played for the event
some of the audio that will be part of her
thesis presentation.
The event offered a wide perspective of
student experiences: Awo, being about to
graduate, reflected on how she realizes
that this term is “the last time I’ll be five
minutes away from all of my friends.”
Dafne is just embarking on her Dartmouth
journey. She has
yet to choose a
major
but
is
interested
in
activism and as a
result is considering
Dartmouth’s Public
Policy programs.
DGALA is thrilled to Dafne on the Zoom
be part of a joint
venture with the Dartmouth College Fund
that enables DGALA alums to support
need-based scholarships for LGBTQIA+
students like Awo and Dafne.
The
program is set up so that all gifts to the
DCF by DGALA members (anyone who
receives this newsletter) go towards the
DGALA Scholars program. If you would
like to help to fund more Scholars for the
next school year, please go to
http://dartgo.org/dgala and give what you
can. You may watch this year’s event at
http://dgala.org .v
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DGALA HELPS STUDENTS
In February 1992 DGALA member Stewart Lewan ’79
(whose time at Dartmouth was extended due to
various run-ins with the College – read his
interesting interview at SpeakOut) was instrumental
in launching for the first time a major drag event at
Dartmouth. Exactly 30 years to the day from that
1992 event, DGALA sent a letter of support to the
Dartmouth Council on Student Organizations in
support of a student initiative to form a Collegerecognized and supported drag club. The students’
request was granted, and they named their club
“House of Lewan.”
This spring a premier event during the annual
February 1992 Poster
student Pride celebrations was the continuing
tradition of Transform, a major drag show. The
show this year included not only student performances but also an appearance by renown
drag queen Adore Delano. DGALA provided major funding for the event, which for the first
time was held outdoors, on a stage in Kemeny
Commons.
Commenting to Green Light after the event, House
of Lewan co-founder, Richard Lai ’23 said:
“The House of Lewan is Dartmouth's first officially
recognized drag club, and it was co-founded by my
friend and I to provide a safe space for students
interested in drag performance to learn from each
other and form a community. We also wanted to
ensure financial inclusivity, as drag can be extremely
expensive. Finally, we hoped to spread drag formally
to campus as an institutionalized feature of
Dartmouth, and improve general awareness and
appreciation of drag as an art form of queer expression.
“Transform is an annual drag show held by OPAL (the
Office of Pluralism and Leadership) in celebration of
Pride at Dartmouth. This year, the House of Lewan

House of Lewan’s
First Organizational Meeting
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LAUNCH FIRST DRAG CLUB
collaborated with OPAL to put on Transform by
providing boot-camp style work-shops focusing
on makeup, outfit ideation, performance
ideation, and dance rehearsals. We also
provided
club
funding for
all
materials,
including
makeup,
wigs,
outfits,
shoes, and accessories. In total, our House worked
with all 13 Transform student performers, 11 of whom
were performing in drag for the first time.
Student Performers at Transform
(all event photos by Deborah Jung ’24)

The Crowd Was Enthusiastic

“Transform itself was a phenomenal
success! We had an estimated turnout
of over 400 students, and personally it
was undoubtedly the highlight of my
junior year at Dartmouth. It was
amazing to see all of campus wildly
cheering on an activity that I had
assumed would still be publicly
stigmatized. Finally, meeting Adore
Delano was a surreal experience. Adore
is one of my drag idols, and to meet her
and have her acknowledge our
Adore Delano Performs at Transform
performances was incredible.”
Speaking of DGALA’s support of the club and the event, Lai added, “Without your support,
we definitely could not have pulled it off. We are incredibly grateful for your trust in us to
pull off this important event.” v
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50TH REUNION MEMOIR
DGALA member Jack Anderson ’72 recently
reached out to us: “Within the last two years, and
in preparation for our upcoming 50th reunion,
some of my classmates have solicited essays
outlining experiences from our years at
Dartmouth, in 1968-1972. I had mixed emotions
about writing one because my experiences as a
closeted gay guy were not anywhere near the
positive recollections of the general population of
our class. But I also had a story to tell, so I sat
down to write. The result was the attached
essay, which I submitted.
“The response was very
positive. One of the guys
editing the stories said,
‘This story has to be told.’
So it was published in the
fall 2020 edition of our
class newsletter.
That
publication elicited many
more positive responses.
One classmate contacted
me because his son is gay and he wanted to know
how I had adjusted in the big picture. When I told
him that now I wouldn’t have it any other way, he
thanked me for helping him to dispel the myth
that gay men are necessarily unhappy. Another
contacted me to apologize to me on behalf of all
the gay guys he had bullied in the past. He
published his apology in the newsletter as well. A
psychiatrist at the UCLA medical school also
contacted me after someone had forwarded the
article to her. She was a 1972-73 exchange
student in Mass. Hall, and she said that my
recollections coincided thoroughly with hers.”
Jack, 1972 Aegis

Jack’s fascinating and moving essay encompasses
some 70 years. For space reasons, only a part of
the Dartmouth portion of the essay is excerpted
here. The full essay is at dgala.org. Jack will be
in Hanover for his 50th this month, gathering with
other DGALA alums among his classmates.

My Gay Odyssey
The word “homophobic” wasn’t invented yet in
1968-1969, but it is nevertheless spot-on for a
description of that Dartmouth social milieu. No
late-night dorm bull session was complete
without faggot jokes and comments. There were
a few guys on campus who had been assigned
dubious nicknames like
“Puff,” and were referred
to as such by guys who
had never met them, and
never would. The sessions
generally
included
accusations of one of the
dorm guys being seen
with one of “them,” to
Jack, right, with
partner Andy Chen
uproarious guffaws.
today

Needless to say this was
not the healthiest environment for someone like
me, an older adolescent and young gay man
trying to come to grips with my sexuality. So I
became asexual. I did go to mixers on road trips
with everybody else, but I ended up making (at
best) gal-pal buddies, some of whom would
occasionally indulge me as dates for long
weekends. I’m still good long-distance pals with
one of them. Having such gal-pals had already
been my default M.O. in high school. Long
weekends at Dartmouth, though, were generally
very difficult because of the pressure to have a
hot date. I secretly hated Winter Carnival.
I never verbalized my “fear” of being gay until I
had a sudden, massive anxiety attack during the
fall semester of my Junior Year, and ended up
being interviewed jointly by a psychiatrist and a
psychologist at Dick’s House. They steered me
into group therapy, where I quickly discovered
that my adjustment issues were mild compared
to what some others were experiencing….v
Read more at http://dgala.org
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THREE JOIN DGALA LEADERSHIP
Three alums joined DGALA's Board of
Directors early this year: Dottie Foley '86,
Kenny Reyes '00 and Val Werner '20.
Dottie, an English major at
Dartmouth, is a lawyer who
runs an online education
business. Among her reasons
for joining DGALA leadership,
Dottie observed that DGALA
“fosters a bond of community
and fellowship among alums
of
different
generations,
different
backgrounds and vastly different experiences
as LGBTQ+. It actively engages with current
Dartmouth students and offers them true
support in many different forms.” Looking
forward, she told Green Light, “In this semipost-COVID 'new normal' and with a new
Dartmouth President, DGALA will need to
continue to find new ways of bringing
together LGBTQ+ alums and advocating for
issues important to us and to the students like
us.”
Kenny (shown here
white-water rafting), a
native of Puerto Rico,
has an MBA in Finance
from Wharton and will
be assuming the role
of Treasurer of DGALA
when our longtime
Treasurer Tim Stanne
'03 steps down later this year to focus more
on his work and family. While a student,
Kenny was active in minority recruitment at
Dartmouth and worked closely in and with
several affinity groups, including Native

Americans at Dartmouth, La Alianza Latina,
and the African American Society of
Dartmouth.. Kenny's current profession
carries forward that work, as he is Director of
College & Career Placement at KIPP NJ.
Kenny was a founder of the Dartmouth
Association of Latino Alumni (DALA), and he
will bring his valuable perspectives, especially
around
intersectionality,
to
DGALA's
leadership.
Val was a computer science major at
Dartmouth and a founder and officer of
Within, the student LGBTQIA+ organization.
In the spring of 2020 Val researched
LGBTQIA+ history at Dartmouth as part of a
Historical Accountability Fellowship at Rauner
Library
(see
https://journeys.dartmo
uth.edu/socialalt/
for
the results of his
research).
Val, who
currently
works
at
Rauner Library, now
brings his knowledge
and
experience
to
DGALA. He told Green Light, “As an officer of
Within, I planned events, dealt with
scheduling and often communicated on behalf
of my organization. I have also always
prioritized the voices of the transgender
community, including my own perspective,
where they were otherwise missing, and I
believe this insight is important in any
context.”

GREEN LIGHT
Newsletter of
the Dartmouth LGBTQIA+
Alum Association
174 West 4th Street #395
New York, NY 10014
e-mail: DartGALA@gmail.com
web: http://dgala.org
Edited by Pete Williams ’76
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DGALA SUPPORTS STUDENTS

BOSTON SPRING GATHERING

During Alumni Council weekend in May,
DGALA leaders Shaun Akhtar ’12, Erik

DGALA Boston members visited the Rose
Art Museum at Brandeis on April 2 and

Ochsner ’93 and Val Werner ’20 hosted a
group of students for dinner. Within leader
Jess Chiriboga ’24 wrote: “My LGBGTQ+
peers and I enjoyed being in community
with DGALA members at Molly’s. The
dinner brought together students from all
over Dartmouth. I am grateful for the
opportunity to meet new peers and to
introduce them to Within (our LGBTQ+
student organization) and DGALA’s work.
Thank you DGALA for this opportunity!”
Also in May, DGALA’s two directors
resident in Hanover, Shaun and Val (Val
in photo), welcomed class of ’22 grads

enjoyed a tour of the contemporary art
exhibitions on view, led by Marie Longo
’86. Following the visit, the group
reconvened for conversation, camaraderie
and cocktails at a local Cuban restaurant.
DGALA will support local member
gatherings anywhere; let us know if you
are interested!

FY 22 DUES DONATIONS
DGALA annual dues fiscal year ends on
June 30! If you’re not sure if you’ve given
yet this year, drop us a line at
dartgala@gmail.com. You can give at
http://dgala.org, under the Support link.

JUNE MINI REUNION IS BACK!

into the ranks of the LGBTQ+ alum
community at the annual Lavender
Graduation, a major Pride event, held
this year at the Top of the Hop. v

Join us on campus during the weekend of
June 17-18 for drinks Friday evening at
Six South Street from 8 to 11 and our
annual breakfast meeting on Saturday at
Hinman Forum in Rockefeller Center from
8:30 to 10. President Hanlon will join us! v
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